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Painting with a Purpose
Artist Statement Questions

Argument Paragraph


The message of my painting is:



This message has personal meaning to me because:



The symbolic image/s I used in my art piece are

.The

image/s I used help to represent:


A good location for my piece to be placed at when it is finished is

.

This would be a good place for my piece to be because:


The people who I would like to see my painting are

because:

Evidence Paragraph


My own definition of art is:



If I was to create another new piece of art for the public, I would want it to be
. I would want to make that kind of art because:



I think that the kinds of messages in art pieces that are important for people of
society are:



One specific location that I think my work of art should be at is
I think it should be located there because:
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.

Conventions Paragraph


The kind of frame that I used in my art piece was

.

I chose to make that type of frame because:


In my art piece, I used a value shift/color shift in the

.

The effects that the shift creates in my art piece is:


The other artistic conventions I used in my piece were (overlap,
warm/cool/neutral colors, complementary colors, analogous colors,
perspective, atmospheric perspective, scale, emphasis, etc.)

.



The effects of

was

.



The effects of

was

.



The effects of

was

.

Reflection Paragraph


Some goals I set for myself for this project were:



If I were to do this project over again, one way I could improve is if I:



Some feedback I received from other people during this project was:



One thing that is strong in my art piece is:



I think it is strong because:



One area I can still improve in is:



One strategy I have for improving on this is:



I can see my future art work investigating:
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